Fall 2002 STEP Proposals
Sammons

Tech. Enhanc. Improve Design V & VI Studios

19187

This proposal is to purchase three computers, a projector, printer, digital camera, scanner
and appropriate software to enhance the Architecture Design V and VI studios.

Ducrest

Instructional Lab Improvements

30900

This proposal is to replace 14 obsolete computers, one server and one firewall in the
Computer Science Laboratory, Room 171 in the Conference Center.
Hazelwood,Venable

Renovation of HIM Computer Lab

9711

This proposal adds four new computers and an instructional podium to the Health
Information Management computer laboratory.
Landry, Saltzman

Upgrade the Nursing Student Computer Lab

39080

This is a request to replace 20 obsolete computers in the Nursing computer laboratory.
Landry

IV Simulation - Nursing

51170

This is a proposal to purchase simulators for intravenous catheterizations. This includes
hardware and software for three complete stations, a pediatric, a geriatric, and
phlebotomy catheterization modules. Five skills assessment modules are also being
purchased.
Cottonham

Enhancement Comp. Tech

30778

This proposal is to replace 15 computers and printer in the Student Athlete’s Study
Center.
Dugal

Renewal of Dialup Services

This is a proposal to continue the dialup services which consists of 192 dialup ports and
two TI circuits. This provides access to UL Lafayette services as well as providing ISP
access to the Internet for all students and staff from their homes. Currently over 1700
users access these services monthly.

100400

Flaherty

Student Union Program Center

47463

This is a proposal to purchase 13 PC’s and 6 printers for use by the SGA and UPC
representatives. The 9 UPC computers will be open to the student body in a laboratory
located in the Student Union.
Lyman, Brown

7185

Kinesiology Lab: Maintenance

This proposal is for supplies and a student worker for an existing Kinesiology laboratory.
Mire

30329

Operation and Upgrade Guillory Hall

This is a request to continue funding of the student support for the open access laboratory
in Guillory Hall. In addition, two replacement printer, software upgrades and supplies
are requested.
Mire

Operation and Upgrade Dorm

17288

This is a proposal to upgrade the software, provide for supplies and student help for the
computer laboratories located in the dormitories.
Arceneaux

Alumni Board Enhancements

50362

This is a proposal to develop a multimedia presentation room for the Board Room.
Sonnier

9740

Software Update Server

This is a proposal to purchase a server that will house a repository of Microsoft operating
systems along with updates and patches. It will be attached to a small network for testing
prior to distribution to qualified laboratories.
Richard, Kukainis

Electronic Books

30271

This is a request that will allow access thru NetLibrary to 465 electronic books in the
areas of science, computer science, etc. This will allow unlimited student and faculty
access along with searching tools 24 hours a day from their personal computers.
Miguez, Ring

Digital Tech Microform Formats

This proposal will provide a digital reader/printer workstation for accessing microfilm
and microfiche in Dupre Library. This will increase access to the materials and the
current 25 cents per page charge for copies will be removed.

15159

Ryan

5100

Digital Archive Project

This is a request for a server to house the College of the Arts slide collection of over
120,000 images which have recently been converted to digital format.
Kellar

25000

Auto. External Defibrillators

This is a request to purchase five automated external defibrillators (AED’s) to be placed
in the Athletic Complex, Student Health Facility, Bourgeois Hall and two for Patrol
Units within University Police. The maintenance and training will be managed by
University Police personnel.
Bourque ,Busby, Ferstel, Lynch

3457

Open Access Supply Support

This is a proposal to provide supplies for the open access computer laboratory in the
English Writing Laboratory.
LeBlanc, Sun, Lyman, Leblanc

Civil Engineering Upgrade

18729

This proposal is for the replacement of 8 PC’s in Civil Engineering. In addition,
specialized software and supplies will be provided.
Salley

Adaptive Tech

104903

This is a proposal to provide 26 adaptive computer workstations for existing open access
computer labs and classrooms on campus. These will provide access to computing
facilities for the disabled students on campus.
Alsandor

L'Acadien Yearbook

8555

This is a request for two digital cameras for the production of the Yearbook.

TOTAL

654767

